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Collection Scope and Content
Montara (freighter) rough logbook (HDC 188, SAFR 16471) documents two voyages between San Francisco and the Soviet Union. The master was Captain Thomas "Foghorn" Reilly and they were carrying arms, ammunition, food and fur for the Pacific Coast Steamship Company. The item is available for use without restriction.

On August 16, 1905, during the second voyage, an incident is described that occurred while in harbor at Bering Island. Two Japanese Man-of-War came and took charge of town and the MONTANA was ordered to go to Yokosuke. There, the Master and first officer received orders that the vessel was to go to Yokohama. However, they stayed for a trial.
Glued inside the front cover is a news article titled "Captain Thomas Reilly Enters His Last Port," that documents his career. With the exception of the above noted entry, the log contains weather, watches and compass readings.

**Collection Arrangement**
This is a collection of a single item.
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